2007 hyundai santa fe oil filter

The engine oil in a Hyundai car acts to lubricate the internal components of the engine to
prevent them from seizing. This is because engine oil breaks down over time due to the heat
generated inside the engine. While the oil does help to control the friction of the internal
components--and thus the heat--it is unavoidable that some heat will be generated and that this
heat will work to degrade the oil. How to Change the Oil on a Hyundai Sonata 3. Place the jack
under the front end of the vehicle under the frame. Jack up the car enough to slide the jack
stands under each side behind the wheels. Lower the car onto the stands. This will prevent the
car from falling on you and prevent injury if the jack fails. Slide underneath your Sonata and
locate the oil pan in the front center area. Place the drain pan under the oil pan and unscrew the
plug. Allow all of the old oil to drain into the pan. Wipe off any excess oil and replace the pan
plug. Unscrew the oil filter located on the side of the engine with the oil filter wrench. Place the
old filter open side down into the drain pan as well. Wipe off any oil from the filter port and
screw in the new oil filter. Use the filter wrench to secure it snugly in place. It should be tight
enough that it cannot be loosened by hand. Slide out from under your vehicle and jack up the
car enough to pull the jack stands out from under each side. Release the jack and lower the car
back to the ground. Open the driver's side door and pull the hood latch. Open your hood and
locate the "Engine Oil" cap near the front of the engine next to the dipstick. Unscrew the cap
and insert the funnel in to the port. This will prevent spilling oil all over your engine. Pour in the
new oil then replace the "Engine Oil" cap tightly. Start your Sonata and check to make sure
there are no oil leaks. Turn off the engine. Pull out the dipstick and wipe it off with the rag.
Reinsert it and pull it out again and check the oil level on the end. It should reach the "Full"
mark. If it does not, add more oil and recheck. How to Change Oil in a Santa Fe. Run the Santa
Fe's engine to warm the engine oil and then turn off the car. Open the Hyundai Santa Fe's hood
and remove the cap from the oil pour valve. The oil pour valve says "Engine Oil" on the cap.
Raise the front end of the Santa Fe with the jack and rest the Santa Fe's front end on the jack
stands. Position the oil drain pan underneath the oil pan's drain plug. Remove the oil pan's
drain plug with the ratchet set. Drain the engine oil into the oil drain pan. Replace the oil pan's
drain plug to the bottom of the Santa Fe's oil pan and tighten it with the ratchet. Connect the oil
filter tool to the oil filter and twist the filter off of the engine. Fill the new oil filter with new
engine oil. Twist the new oil filter onto the bottom of the Santa Fe's engine. Remove the oil drain
pan from under the engine block. Lower the Santa Fe down to the ground. Pour 5 quarts of fresh
engine oil into the oil pour valve. Replace the oil pour valve cap. Start the engine. Let the Santa
Fe run for 5 minutes. How to Change the Oil on a Hyundai Elantra. Raise the front of the car
using the floor jack. Place jack stands under the subframe and lower the car so it rests on the
stands. Place the drain pan under the oil filter housing located on the driver's side, under and
just to the outside of the alternator. Remove the oil filter with the oil filter wrench by turning it
counterclockwise. Make sure that the rubber gasket did not stick to the housing. If the gasket
stuck to the housing, remove the old gasket from the housing. Place a small amount of oil on
the rubber gasket on the top of the new filter and thread the filter clockwise on the housing.
Move the drain pan under the drain plug on the oil pan. Remove the drain plug with a wrench
and allow the oil to drain for 10 minutes. Replace the oil drain plug by threading it on clockwise
by hand. Tighten it with a wrench the rest of the way, but only until it is snug. The pan is thin
and there are only two or three threads. Overtightening it will strip the threads out of the pan.
Pull the drain pan out from under the car and lower the car. Remove the oil filler cap and fill the
engine with 4. Replace the cap. Record the mileage at which the oil was changed and add 3,
miles for the next oil change. Wipe the excess oil from the oil pan's hole with a shop rag. Place
a new oil drain plug gasket onto the oil drain plug and screw in the plug. Unfasten the oil filter
located beneath the vehicle near the oil pan with a band wrench and allow the excess oil to pour
into the drip pan. Put a thin coating of oil on the edge of the new oil filter and screw it into place,
tightening it with the band wrench. Locate the Hyundai's oil fill cap on top of the engine block,
remove it and insert an oil funnel. Pour the required amount of oil into the funnel according to
the owner's manual. Remove the funnel and replace the oil fill cap. Start the Hyundai and let it
run for 15 minutes. Check the oil level by pulling the oil dipstick from its sheath, wiping it clean,
replacing it then rechecking it. Top off the oil as necessary. How to Change the Oil in a Hyundai
Tucson. Jack up the front of the Tucson using the floor jack. Place the jack underneath the front
jack point and lift the vehicle off the ground. Remove the oil filter. The filter is located directly
above the oil pan and is screwed into the engine block. Turn the filter counterclockwise to
remove. Place a small amount of fresh engine oil on the rubber seal of the new oil filter. Install
the new oil filter. Tighten the oil filter hand-tight only. Open the engine oil filler cap on the top of
the engine and pour in four quarts of fresh oil. Check the oil level by pulling out the dipstick,
wiping it off, reinserting it and pulling it out again. The oil level should be between the upper
and lower marks on the tip of the dipstick. If it is not, you may need to add additional oil until it

is between these marks. Tighten the oil filler cap when you are done. Jack and jack stands
Fresh engine oil New oil filter Oil catch pan Socket wrench and socket set Floor jack. Items you
will need Jack and jack stands Fresh engine oil New oil filter Oil catch pan Socket wrench and
socket set Floor jack. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best experience
on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your browser. We use cookies to personalize
content and ads, to provide social media features and to analyze our traffic. We also share
information about your use of our site with our social media, advertising and analytics partners.
Learn more. Easy Moderate Advanced. We have detected that you are using an outdated
browser that will not allow you to access certain features of our website. We strongly
recommend installing an updated browser, such as Google Chrome, for an improved browsing
experience. Allow Cookies Dismiss. Enter Part Dimension. Upload Vin Image. By Vehicle. By
Vin. Take Photo of Your Vin. Photo uploaded. By Dimension. Be the first to review this product.
High performance design for outstanding filtration High-efficiency media with uniform pleats
Allows for high oil flow rates Ideal for high-end synthetic motor oil. Detailed Info. Installation
Time Minutes. High flow filter designed to improve performance Designed for synthetic,
conventional and blended oils Premium filtration media for increased capacity Helps improve
engine performance by reducing oil filter restriction. Chat Now. After normal business hours
sales Not your vehicle? Please click the "Add to Cart" button and select the suggested
quantities on the following page. Then click Checkout after you have added the last item to the
cart. Multiple oils or filters may be compatible with your vehicle below. Decrease ongoing
maintenance and extend the life of your vehicle's motor. Amsoil's synthetic oil includes
detergent additives that keep the sludge out of your engine in addition to minimizing smoke and
emissions. Change up your motor oil with the best synthetic oil on the market today! Amsoil
gives you peace of mind protection and outstanding performance that leaves conventional oil
behind. The convenience of being able to drive more miles and save money is great too! You
will enjoy awesome cold temperature starting and performance, improved fuel economy, and
superior engine protection! If you do your oil changes yourself, then please check the amount
of quarts your vehicle needs on this page. It is listed as the capacity of your vehicle. If you do
not change your own oil, then any professional mechanic will gladly change it for you. Be sure
to buy the filter for your car or truck. We try to keep one page for each model vehicle. Are you
pushing your truck to its limit? With anti-wear protection, piston cleansing power, and
anti-corrosion properties, synthetic motor oils will keep your engine in optimal shape, even
when hauling or towing. Your Vehicle's Information. With filter 4. It has advanced synthetic
technology that resists chemical breakdown for maximum wear protection for your vehicle
which is well beyond the traditional 3,mile oil change interval. Give your Hyundai Santa Fe 2.
Made in USA. Great filter for your Hyundai. You will get smooth and fast performance from
synchronizers and gears. Enjoy quick and smooth shifting. It is made to exceed protection
under severe conditions and it blows the doors off of regular fluids which are limited in
protection. Protect your Hyundai Santa Fe. Protect your transmission and avoid costly repairs.
This fluid has an advanced formula to give awesome top-notch protection under harsh
operating conditions. Transmission repairs are expensive so protect your vehicle with this great
fluid! Change interval based on your Santa Fe's recommendation. Lasts up to , miles or five
years! Related Products. Toggle navigation menu. Free catalog Become a dealer. Links about
Amsoil Car lookup guide Privacy Policy. This synthetic manual transmission and transaxle gear
lube is made to protect from friction and keep viscosity for extended component and fluid life.
Amsoil's Signature Series Multi-Vehicle Synthetic automatic transmission fluid is made to blow
the doors off any regular or conventional ATF fluids on the market and our oil surpasses the
performance needs of most vehicles. Outsanding protection and resists varnish! This special
formula is made for harsh operating conditions that pick-up trucks endure. Also top-notch
protection for SUVs, heavy equipment, and other heavy-duty vehicles. Made in the USA. This
severe gear lube will protect bearings, gears from friction and exceeds performance of any
regular gear oil out there! Keep your truck or vehicle out of the shop and avoid costly repairs
with this made in the USA lube. This lube is made to exceed the requirements of equipment and
all vehicles that require SAE 80W viscosity. It is made with synthetic base oils and top additives
without adding any wax. Amsoil Severe Gear is solid against thermal breakdown. Will give you
awesome protection for bearings and gears and tough against heat which will help extend the
life of your equipment and avoid costly repairs. Made in the U. Lasts in your Hyundai Santa Fe
for up to , miles or five years! Asked by Wiki User. It took me a while to find the filter, but after I
did I found it to be very easy to change. It is located on the top of you engine compartment,
under the hood, to the right Driver Side of the engine and left of your battery. You need to take
off the plastic engine cover two bolts and four screw nuts to expose it. It is cylinder in shape
with a black plastic cap, which screws off to show the oil filter. The filter is different than your

normal one, it doesn't have a outside metal cover to it. It looks like a air filter but round. Also in
the box with your new oil filter comes two "O" rings, one small and one big. The big one
replaces the "O" ring at the top of the screw part of your black cap and the small one goes on
the bottom of the same cap. I hope this helps you out. The oil filter is located on a Hyundai
Santa Fe 3. There is a protective cover that must be removed to expose the oil filter. The fuel
filter is located in the fuel pump which is in the fuel tank. It is tha same for as the Hyundai Santa
Fe. The oil pressure light switch is located in the engine compartment on a Hyundai Santa Fe. It
is to the right of the oil filter. It's in the fuel tank. The fuel filter for your Santafe is located in the
fuel tank. Hope this answers your question on this subject. On the Hyundai Santa Fe 4 cyl or V6
, the fuel filter is a special "long life" type of filter located in the gas tank. It is better known as a
"fuel screen", or "fuel strainer", that surrounds the fuel pump. The oil filter is located right
above the right subframe rail, behind the rightfront tire. On a Hyundai Santa Fe, the starter is
located on the top of the engine. The engine is located next to the heat pump. Remove the
screws and the panel and there is the oil filter. The Santa Fe transmission doesn't have a
serviceable filter. There's one deep inside the transmission, but the transmission needs to be
removed and disassembled to get to it. The only time that filter would be replaced is if the
transmission were overhauled. This is the answer I found online, and after trying to change the
filter on a Santa Fe, I believe it completely. It has one air filter for the engine. In the engine bay,
to the right of the engine, close to the top of the radiator. The Transmission oil filter is on top of
the transmission. You can see it when looking into the engine compartment. It is to the left of
the Air cleaner air box. It will look just like a oil filter. Yes, more of a filter screen that you should
never have to bother with unless your tranny is shredding. If you follow the hose before the
filter it will lead to some cone shape plastice piece that could probably be located somewhere in
the fender or grill. The fuel tank air filter on a Hyundai Santa Fe is apparently not to be confused
with the fuel tank filter that is located in the fuel tank. The Fuel tank air filter is supposed to be
located inside the car on the left side in the back of the car underneath a plastic door marked
with a GAS Pump picture stamped on it. I found the door and opened it. However, I didn't see
anything that looks like an air filter. Ask Question. Asian Cars. Oil and Oil Filters. Fuel Filters.
Hyundai Santa Fe. See Answer. Top Answer. Wiki User Answered Related Questions. Where is
the oil filter located on a Hyundai Santa Fe 3. How do you change transmission filter in Hyundai
santa fe? Where is the fuel filter located for a santa fe 4 cylinder? Where is the oil pressure light
switch located in a Hyundai Santa Fe? Where is the fuel filter located on a Hyundai Santa Fe V6?
Where is the fuel filter located on a Hyundai Santa Fe 6 cylinder? Where is the fuel filter located
on a Hyundai Santa Fe? Where is the oil filter located on a Hyundai Santa Fe 4 cylinder? Where
is the starter on a Hyundai Santa Fe located? How do you change the fuel filter in a Hyundai
Santa Fe? Where is the starter located on Hyundai Santa Fe? Where is the oil filter located on a
Hyundai Santa Fe? Where is the oil pressure sensor on a Hyundai Santa Fe? Where is the
transmission filter located on Hyundai Santa Fe? Where is the starter located on a Hyundai
Santa Fe? How many air filters does a Hyundai Santa Fe have? Where is oil filter located on
Santa Fe? Where is the oxygen sensor located on a Hyundai Santa Fe 2. Where is oil filter
located on Hyundia Santa Fe? Where is the transmission oil filter located on a Hyundai Santa Fe
2. Where is the Hyundai Santa Fe fuel filter v6 2. Does a Hyundai Santa fa have a transmission
filter? Where does the air enter before going to the air filter on a Hyundai Santa Fe? What is the
fuel tank air filter on Hyundai Sante Fe ? Trending Questions Who would you swap lives with for
a day? Asked By Fletcher Altenwerth. Is silence a sound? Asked By Ciara Parker. Has a human
ever been mailed via the United States Postal Service? Asked By Annamarie Trantow. What
letter in the Alphabet is always waiting in order? Asked By Wiki User. How many times does 14
go into ? How many feet in 7 years? How many 3s in ? Hottest Questions How did chickenpox
get its name? When did organ music become associated with baseball? Asked By Curt
Eichmann. How can you cut an onion without crying? Asked By Leland Grant. Why don't
libraries smell like bookstores? Asked By Veronica Wilkinson. How long will the footprints on
the moon last? Asked By Daija Kreiger. Do animals name each other? Asked By Danika Abbott.
Who is the longest reigning WWE Champion of all time? Asked By Consuelo Hauck. What was
the first TV dinner? Asked By Roslyn Walter. Unanswered Questions What values can we get in
the folk dance tiklos? What happens when heat energy is not properly used and handled? How
did Jose rizals parents raise their children? Moral lesson of tale of pilandok story? What online
sites don't ask for cvv? Does Melissa Fumero smoke? Give the summary in the poem myopia by
syl cheney-coker? All Rights Reserved. The material on this site can not be reproduced,
distributed, transmitted, cached or otherwise used, except with prior written permission of
Multiply. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Accessory Drive Belt Pulley. Cam
Follower. Cam Plug. Camshaft Position Sensor. Camshaft Repair Sleeve. Camshaft Seal.
Camshaft Seal Kit. Camshaft Solenoid Adjuster. Connecting Rod Bearing Set. Conversion

Gasket Set. Crank Position Sensor. Crankshaft Gear. Crankshaft Pulley. Crankshaft Pulley
Washer. Crankshaft Repair Sleeve. Crankshaft Seal. Crankshaft Seal Kit. Crankshaft Thrust
Washer Set. Drive Belt Idler Assembly. Drive Belt Tensioner Pulley. Engine Gasket Set. Engine
Harmonic Balancer. Engine Mount. Engine Seal Kit. Engine Variable Valve Timing Sprocket.
Exhaust Manifold Gasket. Exhaust Manifold Gasket Set. Exhaust Valve. Freeze Plug. Head Bolt.
Head Bolt Set. Head Gasket. Head Gasket Set. Intake Manifold Gasket. Intake Manifold Gasket
Set. Intake Plenum Gasket. Intake Valve. Intermediate Shaft. Main Bearing Gasket Set. Main
Bearing Set. Oil Cooler. Oil Cooler Hose. Oil Cooler Mounting Kit. Oil Dipstick Seal. Oil Drain
Plug. Oil Drain Plug Gasket. Oil Filler Cap. Oil Filter Adapter O-Ring. Oil Filter Housing. Oil Filter
Housing Cap. Oil Filter Housing Gasket. Oil Filter Kit. Oil Filter Remote Mounting Kit. Oil Filter
Support. Oil Pan. Oil Pan Gasket. Oil Pan Gasket Set. Oil Pick-up Tube Gasket. Oil Pump. Oil
Pump Chain. Oil Pump Chain Tensioner. Oil Pump Pickup Tube Gasket. Oil Pump Pickup Tube
and Screen. Oil Pump Sprocket. Oil Sump Sealing Compound. Piston Ring. Piston Ring Set.
Seal Ring. Spark Plug Seal. Spark Plug Tube Seal Set. T-Belt Tension Adjuster. T-Belt Tension
Assembly. Timing Belt. Timing Belt Idler. Timing Belt Idler Pulley. Timing Belt Kit. Timing Belt
Kit and Water Pump. Timing Belt Tensioner. Timing Camshaft Sprocket. Timing Chain. Timing
Chain Tensioner. Timing Chain Tensioner Guide. Timing Cover Gasket. Timing Cover Gasket
Set. Timing Cover O-Ring. Timing Crankshaft Sprocket. Timing Guide Rail. Timing Set. Timing
Sprocket. VVT Sprocket. Vacuum Switching Valve. Valve Cover. Valve Cover Gasket. Valve
Cover Gasket Set. Valve Lifter. Valve Spring. Valve Spring Retainer Keeper. Valve Stem Seal.
Valve Stem Seal Kit. Variable Timing Oil Control Valve. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Chemicals
and Fluids. Climate Control. Cooling System. Drive Belts. Engine Electrical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel
Injection. AC Delco. Beck Arnley. OE Supplier. Premium Guard. VR Gaskets. Shop By Vehicle.
Bosch Oil Filter. Click to Enlarge. Features: Exclusive media technology screens out more
harmful contaminants for greater engine protection Strong steel base plates and housings
prevent warpage, leaks and poor fit Silicone anti-drain back valve ensures supply of clean oil
when the car is started High lubricity gasket design provides a tight seal, yet easy removal
Metal spiral-wound center tube reinforces internal strength for durability. Features: Exclusive
media technology screens out more harmful contaminants for greater engine protection
Stronger steel baseplates and housings prevent warpage, leaks and poor fit Silicone anti-drain
back valve where applicable ensures a supply of clean oil when you start your car High lubricity
gasket design provides a tight seal, yet easy removal Metal spiral-wound center tube reinforces
internal strength for durability. Bosch W Oil Filter. Product List Price:. Features: Exclusive
media technology screens out more harmful contaminants for greater engine protection
Stronger steel baseplates and housings prevent warpage, leaks, and poor fit Silicone anti-drain
back valve where applicable ensures a supply of clean oil when you start your car
Tightly-sealed and easy to remove thanks to high-lubricity gasket design Double-locked rolled
seam forms a leak free canister. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Features:
Exclusive media technology screens out more harmful contaminants for greater engine
protection Stronger steel baseplates and housings prevent warpage, leaks and poor fit Silicone
anti-drain back valve where applicable ensures a supply of clean oil when you start your car
High lubricity gasket design provides a tight seal, yet easy removal Double-locked rolled seam
forms a leak free canister. API Oil Filter. WIX Oil Filter. Features: Light Duty. Denso Oil Filter.
Denso W Oil Filter. Features: Heavy-duty steel case resists distortion Pre-lubricated molded
o-ring provides superior sealing over generic filters Unique Torque Stopper design prevents
leaks from under torquing Dual-layer filtration media for greater oil filtration Silicone
anti-drainback valve prevents rough starts Traps contaminants for increased engine protection.
Denso Oil Filter Kit. Features: OE Equivalent and a direct fit replacement. OE high quality filter
media. Motorcraft Oil Filter. Features: Tested and retested under extreme conditions, Motorcraft
filters are also the only filters recommended for Ford, Lincoln and Mercury vehicles. Cellulose
and polyester blend media is formulated for high capacity and strength. Pressure-relief valves
also help maintain the supply of oil to the engine under extreme cold conditions or if the filter
gets clogged. Location of pressure-relief valves helps minimize the chance of contaminated oil
circulating back into the engine. Steel cases are ironed for a precise fit, fluted to ease removal
and painted to resist rust. Show More Show Less. Fram Oil Filter. Extra Guard is engineered for
extended performance that meets all manufacturers' recommended change intervals. Tough
Guard provides premium engine protection for drivers in stop-and-go traffic and the durability
to withstand tougher driving conditions and towing. Top quality engineering makes it an ideal
pairing for any oil type. Ultra Synthetic is engineered for drivers who require maximum engine
protection and use synthetic motor oils for extended 20, mile change intervals. This high
capacity, high efficiency filter delivers peak performance. Pronto Oil Filter. Mann Oil Filter.
Image is not vehicle specific. Ecogard Oil Filter - Main. Full Oil Filter. Full W Oil Filter. Spin-on

type filters incorporate an automatic safety relief valve to protect the engine. OE quality filter
media. High temperature and pressure tested. Beck Arnley Oil Filter. Hastings Oil Filter.
Features: Lube Spin-on. Features: Lube Element. AC Delco Oil Filter. Purolator Oil Filter. Mahle
Oil Filter. Mahle Oil Filter Kit. Premium Guard Oil Filter. VR Gaskets Oil Filter. OE Supplier Oil
Filter. OPParts Oil Filter. Product Remark: Ultra Synthetic. Full Oil Filter Kit. Genuine Oil Filter.
NPN Oil Filter. Features: Designed for conventional oil change intervals Equipped with by-pass
and anti-drain back valve Spin-on type filters incorporate an automatic safety relief valve to
protect the engine. High quality filter paper equivalent to OE. Electro-Galvanized material to
avoid rust and to withstand high pressures. High Temperature and high-stress gasket material.
Catalog: B. Vehicle Engine Hyundai Santa Fe. Catalog: H. Catalog: A. Catalog: F. Catalog: P.
Catalog: N. Vehicle Hyundai Santa Fe. Catalog: C. Catalog: T. Your question might be answered
by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you
are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. It also works on newer Hyundai
Azera, Veracruz, and Entourage 3. It also works on newer Kia Amanti, Sedona, and Sorrento 3.
Drop Forge Operator of 40 years. At OTC, we're proud of our heritage and those that have built
it with us. They provide high quality services that demand high quality tools. When they need a
reliable tool, they know they can depend on OTC tools to deliver. Skip to main content. You can
return the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more
about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select the
return method Ship it! FREE delivery: Get free shipping. Free day shipping within the U. Prices
may vary for AK and HI. Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 19 hrs and 22 mins
Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to
protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information
during transmission. Learn more. Ships from Amazon. Ships from. Sold by. Add a gift receipt
for easy returns. Visit the OTC Store. This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to
Cart Add all three to List. These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show
details. Ships from and sold by Amazon. Ships from and sold by Korea Motor Parts. Sold by
ellyenters and ships from Amazon Fulfillment. Customers who viewed this item also viewed.
Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Featured items you may like.
Compare with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a
problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information
Technical Details. Click here to make a request to customer service. Would you like to tell us
about a lower price? From the manufacturer. Customers who bought this item also bought.
Lisle 22" Square No-Splatter Pad. Astro Pneumatic Tool 3. See questions and answers.
Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how
recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to
verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United
States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified
Purchase. Works like a charm. Super easy to open filter housing with it. Fits oil filter cap nicely
and thick enough to not slip by flexing. Worked fantastic for a Kia Sorento. Just as I needed and
just as I expected. I was having a lot of frustration trying to get the oil filter cap off with a strap
wrench and since the size is non-standard the local auto parts store didn't have anything. This
made it as easy as My only complaint is that for some reason this is a "restricted item" and
therefore I can't sell mine used on amazon we no longer have the vehicle. I own a Sante Fe 3. In
order to save some dollars, decided to start changing the oil myself. The Sante Fe has an
internal oil filter located under the hood. The two must have items to change out this filter are
o-ring picks and an oil filter wrench. Both have proved a must have for a quick and proper oil
change. This world perfect to both loosen and tighten the filter housing cap on kia sorento. I
tried wrenches and belts but couldn't get enough torque as the filter is in the crowded back the
engine. This worked effortlessly. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Fits like a
glove for a Santa Fe. Report abuse. Turns oil caps well. Fits like a glove. Made the job so much
easier. Does what it is supposed to do. Fits my Santa Fe with 3. Pages with related products.
See and discover other items: 15mm socket wrench , oil filter sockets , oil filter removal tool.
There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free
delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English
Choose a language for shopping. This item can be shipped to select countries outside of the U.
Learn More. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy

Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it
on, trade it in, give it a second life. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version.
Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or C
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reate Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Hyundai
Santa Fe Oil Filter. Select your vehicle year. Refine by:. Oil Filter part. Showing 1 - 15 of 33
results. Display item:. Sort by:. Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart.
Part Number: BS Part Number: K33HP Page 1 of 3 Showing 1 - 15 of 33 results. Aug 16, Nice oil
filter for the Bosch fan. Oh, and it filters my oil too! Purchased on Aug 16, Jun 11, This is, by far,
the best oil filter for a Honda on the market to date!!! Solid performance, monster quality and
you don't have to worry about it bursting: period! No performance boost. Purchased on Dec 13,
Purchased on Jul 02, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. The oil filter traps
contaminants within its fibers to prevent dirt and debris from circulating through. Contact Us.
Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy.
California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

